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The real case challenge ADMIE S.A.

“ iReact units have 
been working
uninterruptedly
delivering extremely 
satisfactory results.”

What does the future hold for the iReact application in the Greek electric grid?
Installations’ expansion, entrance in the cities’ distribution networks, enhancements in our solution’s features! We can’t wait!
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iReact-Solution: Α Real Case Application

Reactive-load compensation is a concept of great significance in every 
electric transmission and distribution grid. In 2008 the Public Power 
Corporation S.A. collaborated with EMTech to introduce automation in the 
procedure of attaching/detaching compensation elements in power 
distribution substations. This gave birth to our company’s iReact-3 and a 
story of success began. Since then, our company has developed automa-
tion controllers, smart-sensors and backend sostware to facilitate joint 
reactive load compensation and voltage regulation, as well as remote 
monitoring and control of key substation’s assets.

Today, a large number of iReact-3 installations throughout the Greek 
region handle loads near 1,5GWatt and are being monitored and controlled 
by a decision support system installed in ADMIE S.A. headquarters (the 
Greek Transmission System Operator).

Our solution’s decision 
support system called 
the iReact-Prognosis 
provides the electric 

grid managers all the 
data needed to 

evaluate the perfor-
mance of the 

iReact-Solution and 
make decisions 

regarding their grid’s 
sustainability. The 

chart depicts the 
solution’s performance 
during summer 2016 – 

the most energy 
demanding period in 

Greece due to weather 
conditions.

By observing the chart, one can conclude that the average power gain around 
noon is about 187MWatt which means that if such a load was demanded, it would 
be available with no need for investment in additional power generation facilities.

“Under the concept of optimizing reactive-load 
compensation, ADMIE S.A. has installed and set 
on operation 120 iReact-3 units on its Transmis-
sion System of Electric Power. These units control 

the attachment of a maximum number of three (3) 
compensation capacitors of 4 MVAr, 20 kV, that are 

installed in the respective System Substations depend-
ing on reactive-load value. These units have been work-

ing uninterruptedly delivering extremely satisfactory 
results. Especially in July 2016, we have achieved a gain on 
System Peak of an approximate amount of 187MW over a 

power consumption greater than 1,1GWatt, which leads to a 
normalized power loss reduction over 15% on the Transmis-

sion System due to the improvement of the load power factor 
from 0.85 to 0.99. The aforementioned promising results form a 

motive for the installation of iReact-3 units on the rest of three 
compensation capacitor clusters and to further evolve the function-

ality of the iReact-3 unit.”

Mr Ioannis Aravanis
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Now let’s make a small comparison:

the cost of a photovoltaic plant producing 1MWatt is at least

1 million euros so do the math for PVs producing 187MWatt!
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Moreover, the iReact-Solution is not all about power gain: automation makes valuable human resources avail-
able for higher level tasks than having to be present in distant substations for compensation elements 
attachment/detachment. Let’s present another real case example:

During Easter holidays of 2013, reduced power demand was expected by the Greek power grid operator. As a 
consequence the power transmission system voltage was anticipated to be increased and under certain circum-
stances possibly exceed required range-limits. The grid operation managers decided to disable automatic 
operation of the iReact-3 units and detach all available capacitors, during the short period of holidays 
(29/04/2013 – 06/05/2013). The task was completed in less than an hour, just by writing a simple script.
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What does the future hold for the iReact application in the Greek electric grid?
Installations’ expansion, entrance in the cities’ distribution networks, enhancements in our solution’s features! We can’t wait!
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